One-Hand Fire Starting
By Kevin Estela

3 fire starters. The author's preferred 3/8" x 4" rod, a
Sparkie by Ultimate Survival and a Spark-lite kit.
Horizontal one hand fire starting method.

A

mbidexterity can be defined as the state of
being adept in using both hands equally
well. It is rare to find a person who is truly
ambidextrous though and we generally have a
dominant hand. After an emergency turns into a
survival situation, having both hands in perfect
working condition is highly unlikely and chances are
your dominant side will be the injured side.
Assuming your hands are used to protect yourself
from falling, brace your body against the steering
wheel or used to free yourself of wreckage, hand
injuries are common and the result of reflexive
responses. Therefore, they may require the survivor
to be able to perform tasks with a single hand and
sometimes the non-dominant hand. One such task of
vital importance is the ability to make fire.
Considering the anatomy of the above-mentioned
emergency situations, practicing one-hand
firestarting is a worthwhile exercise in survival
training.

My One-Handed Fire Starter of Choice
There are many one-hand fire starting devices
available on the market in a variety of sizes.
Compared to a standard 4” x 3/8” ferro rod, they are
not as versatile, contain moving parts and are prone
to breaking. The 4” ferro rod can be used as an
effective one-hand firestarter with a little skill.
Granted, dedicated one-hand firestarters (such as a
Bic lighter or Blastmatch) can be employed quicker
than a standard 4” rod but then again, they are less
likely to be carried on your knife sheath in a “onehand firestarter loop.” If you have one universal
firestarter and know how to use it well in a variety of
ways, it will serve you better than having little or no
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Vertical pinned method of fire starting with one hand.
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Blade tip driven method of fire starting.

experience with multiple unproven methods or
gadgets. Supplement your standard ferro rod with
petroleum cotton balls and you have a reliable kit to
train with and trust your life to.
Fire Prep
As with any fire starting method, the first step
is prep. Forget finding fuel requiring two hands to
carry back to your camp; you will likely be gathering
downed branches or large quantities of twigs you can
snap off of low lying trees. Survival is about
conserving energy, not showing off how tough your
knife is by hacking away and wasting energy.
Popular methods of collecting and processing wood
are difficult or impossible with a single hand. When
tested against the conditions of a hand injury, the
practice of collecting large fuel wood and using your
knife to baton through it is impractical. There will be
no way to control your blade with a single hand and
the baton at the same time which can lead to losing
your knife, injuring yourself and ultimately wasting
energy. The time-proven method of collecting small
fuel on the ground is much more practical and safe.
If needed, a long branch can be broken in the crotch
of a tree using your whole body for driving force and
the tree as leverage. Make sure to collect enough
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The author making a fuzz stick with only one hand on his
non-dominant side.

wood and then when you feel you have enough,
collect more. Keep your fire small and sit close as
opposed to making a bonfire and wasting resources.
Fire Starting Methods
To use a ferro rod with one hand effectively,
one of two objects MUST be stabilized; either the
ferro rod or the scraper. By stabilized, I mean there
must be no movement or there will be wasted energy
and effort. The following three methods are effective
ways of lighting a fire with a single hand and a ferro
rod. Depending on your situation, one method may
work better than another or best of all. Learn all three
to maximize your survivability and ownership of
firestarting skills. Focus on scraping your ferro rod
effectively each time and doing it right the first time,
everytime!
1. Horizontally Pinned Rod with Foot Method
Assuming you have only injured your hand
and you have limited ability to hold a ferro rod. You
still have the ground and your foot to act as a vise
while scraping the ferro rod. This method requires
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Left: The author demonstrating the vertical
pinned firestarting method and correct body
position.
Above: Close-up of
firestarting method.

laying the ferro rod flat on the ground and stepping
on the end of it or the lanyard attached. Tinder is
placed at the end of the rod and the blade scrapes the
exposed rod to create sparks. Any combination of
right hand and left foot or right hand and right foot
can work. If using my left hand, I prefer stepping on
the ferro rod with my instep of my right foot and
kneeling on my left knee. I can better monitor the
tinder and the progression of spark to flame and
don’t have to make many large movements if I were
simply hunched over at the waist.
2. Vertically Pinned Rod with Foot Method
Sometimes, it is too windy to lay your tinder
(especially natural, dry and fluffy tinder) on the
ground where it can simply blow away. Using the
bottom of your boot and the ground, you position the
ferro rod horizontally on top of your tinder pinning it
down. The downward pressure will keep the tinder in
place while the sparks catch into flame. This method
requires a gentle touch as heavily worn ferro rods
can snap in two if too much pressure is placed on
them. This method is also more difficult to use if you
cannot see your blade making contact with the ferro
rod. Position your body in a way to allow for a good

the

vertical

pinned

view of the work you’re doing.
3. Pounded-in Knife Tip Method
This method serves two purposes and it is
worth noting it is also a method I demonstrate on
winter survival classes. In the winter, dry wood is
often found inside downed branches. With this
method, it is possible to whittle away the outer bark
and wet wood to get to the inner dry wood. This
method does require a downed tree or horizontal log
that is completely immobile to place your blade in.
Using your good hand carefully thrust the tip of your
blade into the downed log and make sure to cap the
butt of the handle with your thumb to prevent riding
the edge. Don’t thrust it too hard as you will rather
use a small piece of wood to drive the tip further
down into the log with light hammering. If your
knife handle is micarta or G10, it will hold up fine to
most wood batons. Once firmly secured, a small
branch can be whittled into a fuzz stick along the
sharp edge of the blade. Tinder can be placed on one
side of the blade and the ferro rod scraped along it to
create sparks. This method absolutely works but
there is one problem. This method breaks one of my
cardinal rules of knife safety. If your knife isn’t in
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The author demonstrating the horizontal one hand fire
starting method.

your hand, it should be in your sheath. Under stress
or in an emergency, you can lose track of where your
knife is and be without a vital tool. Of course you
should carry a folder or small fixed blade backup just
in case.
Fire Maintenance
Once a fire is set, it is easy to maintain it with
a single hand. How often do you use two hands on
your fireplace poker? Use the fire to burn through
longer branches and make long fuel shorter. Keep a
large tinder and twig bundle nearby to feed the fire if
it dies down and make sure to have enough fuel to
keep your fire going throughout the night when
wandering through the woods with an injured hand
can lead to more or worse injury. Having this
backup small fuel handy will ensure you don’t have
to repeat the one-handed starting steps previously
mentioned.
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The author demonstrating how to break a stick one-handed
using the crotch of a tree.

Other Applications
I’m often asked if it is possible to apply the
one-handed methodology to other survival tasks. Of
course it is possible and I hope everyone considers
handicapping your usual ability. Ever try a “v-notch”
signal mirror method with your toes and one hand
lying on your back? How about using your teeth and
a single hand to leg reverse wrap cordage? Ever
think about unfolding or packing away a poncho or
emergency blanket without two hands? There are
countless scenarios and some seem ridiculous. They
are only ridiculous until they happen to you and you
are faced with a real problem. Will you hesitate and
fail or will you rise to the occasion and survive?
Prior training, experience, an open mind and
creativity will help improve your survivability in the
end.
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